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•ブラックホールの研究はポスドクになってから

•シミュレーションはポスドク３年目から



若手のみなさんへ
• 研究テーマは自分で決めよう！

• まず先生をちゃんと選ぼう. 

• 先生にもらったテーマは研究の練習.  生涯のテーマは自分で. 

• 「指導教員の名前の無い論文を書いてこそ一人前」

• 自分の専門は誰よりも深く. でも他の分野もちゃんと知ろう！ 

• 天文学全体の中で自分の研究がどういう意味を持つのか, どういう位置づけ
にあるのか, 本当に重要なテーマなのか, いつも考えよう. 

• 時には研究テーマを変える勇気を持つことも大事. 



今、何が問題なのか？
高エネルギー天体物理学的観点から

• ジェットの加速機構と収束機構

• 円盤風の形状と加速機構

• 円盤の構造と時間変化, ガス噴出との関係

宇宙論的天体形成論の観点から
• 巨大ブラックホールの形成メカニズム, 
急速成長と成長停止

• 巨大ブラックホールと銀河の共進化



巨大BHの急速成長と成長停止
巨大ブラックホールは宇宙誕生の

数億年後に既に存在
→急速成長のメカニズムは？

z=7.1のQSO
Mortlock et al. 2011

巨大ブラックホールは
もう成長していない
→なぜ成長が止まるの

か？



巨大BHと銀河の共進化
Gültekin et al. 2009

BH
質
量

銀河バルジの質量

銀河中心の巨大BHと母銀河
のバルジの質量に相関がある
→巨大BHの形成が銀河進化

を制御したのか？
銀河の進化が巨大BHを引き

起こしたのか？



ガス円盤
(サイズは太陽系程度)

ジェット

電波ローブ

銀河本体

電波ローブ

ジェット

巨大ブラックホール
(太陽の100万倍～10億倍の質量)

(1年で太陽1個分のガスを吸い込む)

ジェット＆円盤風



•磁場加速か？輻射加速か？
•ブラックホールのスピンは重要か？
•成分は陽子＋陽電子プラズマか？
•なぜ細いのか？

BH

•ライン加速か？磁場加速か？
•大量のガスが噴き出すのはなぜ？
•ガス雲が存在するか？
•分裂の原因は何か？

ジェット
円盤風



円盤の時間変動とジェット
Disc-jet coupling in H1743-322 15

Figure 7. Comparison of the hardness-intensity diagrams for the 2003 (dashed line) and 2009 (solid line) outbursts of H1743-322.
Circles indicate radio detections (with measurements from the 2003 outburst taken from McClintock et al. 2009), with the size and shade
of the circles indicating the measured radio flux density. Open triangles indicate non-detections. The X-ray state at the time of the
radio observations has been interpolated from RXTE PCA observations within 2 d. The large star represents the moment of ejection as
estimated in Section 3.3.2 for the 2009 outburst and by Steiner et al. (2012) for one ejection event during the 2003 outburst, with the
smaller stars showing the extent of the 1σ error bars on these times. The outburst in 2009 did not reach as low a hardness or as high
an intensity as that in 2003. The ejection markers clearly show that the jet line is not at a fixed hardness. The hardness at which the
ejection event occurs varies between outbursts.

data allowed us to track back the radio ejecta to find the
epoch at which the transient jets were launched, such that
we do not need to rely on the epoch of peak radio flux
density as a proxy for the ejection date. We now use this
information to reconsider the unified model of Fender et al.
(2004), attempting to answer some of the questions raised by
Fender et al. (2009). However, we note the caveat that this
is a single outburst in a single source, and that more multi-
wavelength campaigns incorporating high-cadence, high an-
gular resolution VLBI observations are required to verify our
conclusions.

Within the uncertainties created by the RXTE sam-
pling, we find that the ejection date is consistent with the
transition from HIMS to SIMS, at the point where the Type
C QPOs disappear and the integrated fractional rms vari-
ability begins to decrease. This is shortly before the detec-
tion of quenched, optically-thin radio emission.

The most detailed comparison to date of the connection
between radio flaring and X-ray timing signatures was pre-
sented by Fender et al. (2009) (see their figs. 4 and 5). They
investigated possible connections between the radio flaring
events in XTE J1550-564, XTE J1859+226 and GX339-4
and the contemporaneous drops in rms variability and ap-
pearance of Type B QPOs. Since the exact sequence of
events appeared to differ between the three sources, they
concluded that there appeared to be no causal connection
between timing signatures from the inner disc and jet ejec-
tion events. However, they noted that any intrinsic signature
could be blurred by both the phase of jet instability prior
to a radio flare and the time delays incurred in producing
optically thin radio emission from internal shocks. In light
of the conclusions drawn from our study of the 2009 out-
burst of H1743-322, we re-examine the flares in their three

c© 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–20

Miller-Jones et al. 2012
see also Fender et al. 2004, 2009 
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突発的にジェットが出る！



ブラックホール降着/噴出現象の研究意義

ブラックホールへの
ガス降着＆ガス噴出

巨大BHと銀河の共進化巨大ブラックホール形成論

高エネルギー天体現象の解明
(ex. ガンマ線バースト, 銀河中心核, 

ブラックホール連星)

最新の観測データの解釈
次世代観測プロジェクトのサポート

(ex. Astro-H, TMT)

高エネルギー物理 輻射スペクトル計算

ガス降着
星間ガスへの
エネルギー供給

宇宙物理の諸問題に深く関わる重要な研究課題！



輻射磁気流体シミュレーション；
三種の降着円盤およびジェットの

統一的理解へ向けて 



RADIATION-MHD SIM. 
(NON RELATIVISTIC)
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THREE DISK MODELS

RIAF Standard Slim
Magnetic effects YES YES YES
Radiative Cooling NO YES YES
Radiation Force NO NO YES

Abramowicz et al. 1995

RIAF/ADAF
LLAGN

Low-Hard (BHBs)

Slim Disk
NLS1? ULX?

Standard Disk
Seyfert

High-Soft(BHB)



BH 観測者

Slim Disk

観測者

<Black body>
high-soft state
Seyfert, QSOs

Standard Disk

BH 観測者

ADAF/RIAF

BH disk

L � 0.1Ṁc2 L� 0.1Ṁc2
L� 0.1Ṁc2

Shakura & Sunyaev 73 Ichimaru 77; Narayan, Yi 94Abramowicz et al. 88

<PL emission>
low-hard state

LLAGNs

<Black body>
ULXs, NLS1s

重力E=大 

磁場E & ガスの熱E

輻射E

落下
回転の運動E 

MRI Reconnection

放射/吸収

重力E=中 

磁場E & ガスの熱E

輻射E

落下
回転の運動E 

MRI Reconnection

放射/吸収

重力E=小 

磁場E & ガスの熱E

輻射E

落下
回転の運動E 

MRI Reconnection

放射/吸収



磁場と輻射の重要性(1)

輻射冷却
円盤の多様性は輻射冷却効率の違いで生まれる図6-2

降
着
率

エディントン限界

スリム円盤

標準円盤

ライアフ

ブラックホール

1/2 ページ =左右 80ミリ×天地70ミリ図6-2
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スリム円盤
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ライアフ

ブラックホール

1/2 ページ =左右 80ミリ×天地70ミリ

低温高密度円盤(標準円盤)

→低温度黒体放射を説明

高温低密度円盤(RIAF/ADAF)

→高エネルギーX線放射を説明

高温高密度円盤(Slim disk)

→高温度黒体放射を説明

断面図



磁場と輻射の重要性(2)
図7-4

水平方向への磁力線の引き伸ばし

円盤

・真上から見た図

・真横から見た断面図

ブラック
ホール

A BB
A B

A B

A
B

1/2 ページ =左右 80ミリ×天地70ミリ図7-6

ブラックホール

垂直方向への磁力線の引き伸ばし

円盤

磁力線

●が上へ動くと、
垂直方向へ磁力線が
引き伸ばされる

A

A

A

1/2 ページ =左右 80ミリ×天地70ミリ

磁気回転不安定
水平方向の磁場が増幅
ガスが角運動量を失って落下

磁気浮力不安定
垂直方向の磁場が増幅

ジュール加熱
増幅された磁場が散逸
し、ガスが加熱



磁場と輻射の重要性(3)

磁気圧加速
渦巻き状の磁力線構造が生み
出す磁気圧でジェット噴出

磁力線のばね効果：
ぐるぐる巻きになると
ビヨーンと伸びる

跳ねあげられたガスが
飛んでいく
荷電粒子は磁力線に
引っかかっているこ
とを忘れずに

磁場の力でジェットを加速

円盤
ブラックホール

磁力線

ェットを加速

ジェット
（ガスの流れ）

ガス

 

1/2 ページ =左右 80ミリ×天地70ミリ8-3 輻射圧加速
光の力でジェット噴出図8-6

光の力がガスを押す！
ガスが円盤表面から飛び出て、
ジェットとして飛んで行く

光

円盤

ブラックホール
光の力がガスを押す！

光光光

円盤

ブラックホール

光の力でジェットを加速
ジェット

1/2 ページ =左右 80ミリ×天地 50ミリ

多次元輻射磁気流体計算(輻射輸送+磁場+流体+重力)

が必須！
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Ohsuga et al. 2009, PASJ, 61, L7;  Ohsuga, Mineshige 2011, ApJ, 726, 2

Our RMHD simulations succeeded in reproducing 
three types of flows (Super-Eddington, standard, RIAF)



SUPER-EDDINGTON 降着

Super-Eddington降着は可能である
(1970年代からの問題に決着！)

→超巨大ブラックホールの急速成長はsuper-
Eddington降着で説明できる

図5-5

光の力で
ガスが吹き飛ぶ

光ガス

・球対称 ・円盤

吸い込み失敗
光の力は

ガスの吸い込みを邪魔しない

吸い込み成功

エディントン限界以上の吸い込みは可能か？

円盤吸い込みなら可能かもしれない！

光

1/2 ページ =左右 80ミリ×天地70ミリ

光の力>重力のため降着不可能
光の力が降着を妨げないの

で可能？



RADIATION-MHD JETS

Takeuchi, Ohsuga, Mineshige. 2010, PASJ, 62, L43

Our RMHD simulations reveal a new type of jet; 
Radiatively-accelerated and magnetically collimated jet 

No. ] A Novel Jet Model: Magnetically Collimated, Radiation-Pressure Driven Jet 3

Fig. 1. Bird’s-eye view of the luminous accretion flow and the associated RMHD jet. The accretion flow (the gas mass density, brown) and the RMHD
jet in which velocities exceed the escape velocity (the velocity, white, blue) are plotted. The high-speed jet (∼ 0.6c−0.7c) is represented by blue. White
lines indicate the magnetic field lines. The zz-component of the radiation-pressure tensor (color), Pzz

0
, overlaid with the radiation-pressure force vectors

(arrows) on the meridional plane is projected on the left wall surface, while the magnetic pressure from the azimuthal component of the magnetic field
(color), B2

ϕ/8π, overlaid with the Lorentz force vectors (arrows) on the meridional plane is projected on the right wall surface. The color bar corresponds
to the logarithmic value of Pzz

0
and B2

ϕ/8π. The arrows on each wall are displayed only in the region in which their values are larger than 1010 dyn/g.
Each quantity is time-averaged over 1 s, which corresponds to the accretion timescale at several tens of the Schwarzschild radius (rs).
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Fig. 2. Acceleration and collimation mechanism of the RMHD jet. Left panel: The vertical profiles of the gravitational force (black), the gas-pressure
force (green), the radiation-pressure force (red), and the Lorentz force (blue) at r= 10 rs. The solid lines and the dashed lines indicate the outward force
and the inward force, respectively. The radiation-pressure force is responsible for the jet acceleration. Right panel: The radial profiles of the gravitational
force (black), the centrifugal force (magenta), the gas-pressure force (green), the radiation-pressure force (red), and the Lorentz force (blue), at z = 40
rs. The solid lines and the dashed lines indicate the inward force and the outward force. We understand that the Lorentz force is responsible for the
collimation of the jet. In both panels each quantity is time-averaged over 1s, and the shadowed areas indicate the jet region in which the outflow velocity
exceeds the escape velocity.
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exceeds the escape velocity.
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THERMAL COMPTON AND 
BULK COMPTON

– 12 –

Fig. 4.— Effects of Comptonization on the SEDs for a model with Ṁ = 200LE/c2. The
dotted curve displays spectrum for a face-on observer (0◦−10◦) without Compton scattering.
The solid curve shows spectrum obtained by including the bulk and the thermal Compton
scattering. The dashed curve shows the spectrum obtained by calculations with the thermal
Compton scattering only. The dash dotted curve shows the spectra of photons swallowed by
the black hole (i.e., photons which enter the region r < 2rs) for calculations with the bulk
and the thermal Compton scattering.

Without 
Compton

With only thermal Compton

Thermal & 
Bulk Compton

Trapping 
photons

Spectra become harder by not only thermal comptonization 
but also bulk comptonization. 

BH
BH

BH

BH

disk

jet

wind

Kawashima Ohsuga et al. 2012



COMPARISON WITH ULXS
14 J. C. Gladstone, T. P. Roberts & C. Done

Figure 8. XMM-Newton EPIC pn data (black) for all sources in our sample, absorption-corrected and deconvolved with DKBFTH (shown in blue). The ‘true’
disc spectrum is over-plotted in red, this is the disc spectrum that would be observed in each case if the corona was removed. It is evident from these spectral
plots that we are observing a variety of spectral shapes. The first four objects (NGC 2403 X-1 , M81 X-6, M33 X-8 and NGC 1313 X-2) appear very disc-like
in structure and could be representative of the high or very high state. As we move further down the plots an inflection begins to emerge at ∼ 2 keV, signifying
a break from the standard sub-Eddington accretion states, which we suggest represents a transition to a new super-Eddington accretion state. As the apparent
disc temperature cools, the spectrum tips, indicating the possible presence of strong winds enveloping the inner regions of the accretion disc, leading to the
most extreme cases (Ho II X-1, NGC 5408 X-1 & NGC 55 ULX).

can be close to Eddington for moderately massive (30 − 50M!)
stellar remnant black holes, similar to that found in IC 10 X-1 (see
introduction). The next source in the sequence, NGC 1313 X-2, has
a spectrum where the high energy emission seems stronger than ex-
pected from a disc dominated state, so this could instead be a type
of very high state, again with a moderately massive stellar remnant

black hole. Hence, it appears as though the low luminosity end of
the ULX population could potentially overlap with sub-Eddington
processes seen in the BHB, albeit for larger black holes. We will
explore this in a future paper by characterising the properties of the
Galactic BHBs at high Eddington fractions in the XMM-Newton
band pass.

c© 2009 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–17

Simulated SEDs are similar 
with observations.

Simulated SED X-ray obs. (Gladstone et al. 2009)



相対論的輻射磁気流体方程式
質量保存則

誘導方程式

�tEMHD +� · mMHD = G0

�tB +�� (v �B) = 0

ガスのエネルギー保存

ガスの運動量保存

輻射のエネルギー保存

輻射の運動量保存
�tEr +� · F r = �G0



特殊相対論シミュレーション；輻射加速と輻射抵抗

高速アウトフロー
輻射力で効率的に加速

中速アウトフロー
輻射抵抗で速度が抑制

Takahashi & Ohsuga in prep. 



円盤風の発生と分裂



CLUMPY DISK WIND
ULXs
Clumpy disk wind is suggested to 
explain the time variation of the 
ULXs. 

UFOs in AGNs
Time variation of blueshifted (~0.1c) Fe 
absorption lines are observed in ~40% of 
AGNs, implying that powerful, clumpy, and 
high velocity outflows exist (Tombesi et al. 
2010-12). 

8 M. J. Middleton, T.P. Roberts, C. Done & F.E. Jackson

Figure 8. Cartoon of a physical model for high mass accretion rate sources. Here the quasi-thermal soft emission originates from a
disc (red) distorted by a photosphere (orange) which is the base of the radiatively-driven wind. The green region indicates optically
thick Comptonisation which is stable and blue indicates the most energetic region which is highly variable, appearing as optically thin
Comptonisation or a power-law to higher energies. This is outside of the bandpass of ULXs as seen with XMM-Newton but is seen in
GRS 1915+105 and certain NLS1s where the optically thick Comptonisation can be seen to dilute the variability. This model suggests
that, in the ULXs where variability is suppressed, we are viewing them directly along an unobscured line-of-sight to the central regions
(hence they are close to face-on), but those which are highly variable such as NGC 5408 X-1, the obscuration of the optically thick,
Comptonised emission region by a clumpy wind creates large scale variability.

Soft, variable tails are only seen in BHBs in the ’steep
power-law’ state, at L/LEdd ∼ 0.3−1 (Remillard & McClin-
tock 2006), giving a mass of 80 − 230M! if NGC 5408 X-1
is in an analogous state. However, the large fractional vari-
ability of 0.3-0.4 is only seen above 10 keV in BHBs in this
state, where the tail dominates over the constant disc com-
ponent (see the energy-dependent rms spectra in Gierliński
& Zdziarski 2005). Scaling this energy for the difference in
mass from 80− 230M! to 10M! gives a prediction that the
tail should start to dominate above 4.5-6 keV, at signifi-
cantly higher energies than seen in NGC 5408 X-1, where
the variable tail dominates above 2 keV.

Thus, NGC 5408 X-1 does not look convincingly similar
to any of the sub-Eddington BHB states. Instead, the large
implied emission radius of the soft thermal component can
also be incorporated into the super-Eddington flow models
by identifying this not with the disc itself but with much
more extended emission from the photosphere of a wind
(Shakura & Sunyaev 1973; Begelman et al. 2006; Pouta-
nen et al. 2007). Similarly, the extreme variability associ-
ated with the tail can be matched by occasional states of
the pathologically variable BHB, GRS 1915+105, where it is
probably associated with instabilities in a super-Eddington
flow (Belloni et al. 1997). Fig 7 (left hand panel) shows the
power spectrum of the tail in NGC 5408 X-1 (1-8 keV) com-
pared to that of RXTE data from κ and µ variability states
of GRS 1915+105 (centre panel, OBSIDs 20405-01-33-00:
Belloni et al. 2000). These are calculated using standard 1
data (0.125 s resolution) which has no energy information,
but the source spectrum in the RXTE bandpass means that
the counts are concentrated in the 3-10 keV energy range.
As well as showing similarly extreme amounts of broad band
noise, these also show small milli-Hertz QPO features at
similarly low frequencies as seen in NGC 5408 X-1 (0.01 Hz
for 33). These ultra-low frequency QPOs can dominate the
power spectrum of GRS 1915+105 in other states where
there is much less broad band variability (OBSID: 10408-

01-05-00 shown in magenta in the same panel), but this is
unlike NGC 5408 X-1, where the QPOs are weak and the
broadband variability is strong. Nonetheless, it is clear that
stellar remnant black holes can produce ultra-LFQPOs as
well as the standard type C LFQPOs.

However, while the variability properties of NGC 5408
X-1 and some states of GRS 1915+105 are very similar,
the energy spectra are subtly different. The κ and µ state
observations of GRS 1915+105 have spectra which can be
well modelled by a disc plus low temperature, optically
thick Comptonisation (Zdziarski et al. 2001, 2005; Done,
Wardziński & Gierliński 2004; Ueda et al. 2009, 2010), but
unlike NGC 5408 X-1, the Comptonisation component dom-
inates the bolometric luminosity, rather than the thermal
component (see Fig. 2, compared to Middleton & Done
2010).

Thus, even the most super-Eddington BHB is not really
a good match to the spectrum of NGC 5408 X-1. The only
known systems which show a similar combination of steep
spectral tail and extreme variability are a small subset of
Narrow Line Seyfert 1 galaxies (Leighly 1999; O’Neill et al.
2005) 2. These are likely to be super-Eddington sources, but
there are large uncertainties in deriving mass and mass ac-
cretion rate for these sources (Grupe & Mathur 2004; Mar-
coni et al. 2008). Fig 7 (right hand panel) shows the power
spectrum from XMM-Newton data (OBSID 0110890101) of
the most extremely variable NLS1, IRAS 13224-3809 (Boller
et al. 1997; Gallo et al. 2004; Ponti et al. 2010). Since any soft
thermal component in the AGN should be at much lower en-
ergies, we use the full bandpass from 0.3-10 keV. Clearly the
peak in νP (ν) reaches similar values, though the frequencies
are very different.

2 However, we note that a second ULX with similar properties
was reported while this paper was being reviewed (Rao, Feng &
Kaaret 2010)

c© 2010 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–9
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連続光による輻射加速型円盤風
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もう一つの輻射加速; LINE DRIVEN WIND
•Matter is accelerated by (UV) line absorption by metals
•X-ray works to prevent the launching the wind since the 
metals are over-ionized. 
→Line driving is efficient for the case of super-massive BHs. 
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Figure 1. 0.3–13 keV transmitted X-ray spectra (ELE ) from five different LOSs, with different inclinations, through the hydrodynamic simulation of an AGN outflow
presented in PK04. The spectra were calculated with xscort (v5.18) using snapshot 800 of the PK04 simulation to provide self-consistent physical outflow properties.
The input ionizing power-law spectrum is shown in black. The spectra correspond to inclinations of θ = 50◦ (red), 57◦ (green), 62◦ (blue), 65◦ (cyan), and 67◦ (purple).
These LOSs were chosen to highlight the range of spectral shapes that result from the different physical properties throughout the simulated wind.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

considerable development has been made in the field; see, e.g.,
Takahashi 2008).

The spectra presented here also assume a pointlike continuum
source, and choosing a purely radial LOS to the central source
(i.e., the simulation origin), this allows us to neglect the
nonradial outflow velocity component (i.e., vθ and vφ) when
calculating the transmitted spectrum. However, we note that
this need not necessarily be the case in AGNs. For an extended
continuum source, the nonradial velocity components will add
an additional component of broadening to the line profile. The
nonradial velocities may, in fact, dominate the absorption profile
if the continuum source is very extended or in regions of the
flow where the radial velocity is small; however, we do not
expect this to have dramatic consequences for the X-ray spectra
presented here for several reasons. First, the outflow presented
in PK04 is geometrically very thick, suggesting that even if
the X-ray continuum source has a considerable angular extent
with respect to the innermost regions of the flow, it is unlikely to
appear extended from the further reaches of the outflow. Second,
the average nonradial outflow velocities (vφ and vθ ) are of the
same order as the average radial velocity, suggesting that, in the
case of a marginally extended source, the additional broadening
is unlikely to dominate the broadening due to the radial velocity.

4. THE DEPENDENCE ON LOS INCLINATION

Initially we choose a single late-time snapshot from the PK04
hydrodynamic simulation and use this to investigate the form of
the transmitted UV/X-ray spectrum as a function of LOS though
the simulated wind. We simulate the spectra from nine separate
LOSs; three through the hot, low-density, flow (θ = 30◦, 50◦,
and 57◦); two through the dense, warm, fast equatorial flow
(θ = 67◦ and 75◦); and four through the transition region (θ =
61◦, 62◦, 64◦, and 65◦). Table 1 gives the column densities for

Table 1
Total LOS Column Densities for Each of the Nine LOSs Presented Here

Inclination Angle (θ ) NH,tot (×1024 cm−2)

30◦ 4.37 × 10−4

50◦ 0.245
57◦ 1.48
61◦ 2.14
62◦ 2.95
64◦ 3.56
65◦ 4.74
67◦ 14.9
75◦ 58.5

each LOS, while Figure 1 shows the calculated spectra from
five of LOSs (for clarity), chosen to highlight the dramatic
effect that the LOS inclination angle has on the observed X-ray
spectrum.

Spectra seen through the hot, low-density, polar flow (θ <
55◦) remain largely featureless, even though the column can be
as large as 1.5×1024 cm−2. This is primarily due to low physical
densities in the region (ni ! 108 cm−3), which result in an
extremely high ionization state throughout the material. While
these spectra are not dominated by atomic features, the UV/X-
ray photons remain subject to Compton scattering, which, as
highlighted by the 57◦ spectra in Figure 1 (green), is important
for column densities of ! 1024 cm−2. Interestingly, the outflow
velocities in this region do not exceed ∼ 0.1c and are more
typically ∼ 0.01c.

LOSs through the dense, warm, fast equatorial flow (θ > 67◦)
have column densities of > 4×1025 cm−2, which result in almost
complete attenuation of the spectrum by Compton scattering.
Densities in this region can be as large as ∼ 5 × 1010 cm−3

and temperatures can fall as low as ∼ 103 K; however, the
outflow velocities in this region (as for the other regions)
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Figure 3. The 0.3–13 keV transmitted X-ray spectra (ELE) from a 62◦ LOS through the initial t = 0 snapshot (800, red), the t = 4.4 × 106 s snapshot (844, green),
and the t = 9.5 × 106 s snapshot (895, blue) of the hydrodynamic simulation presented in PK04. The spectra were calculated with xscort (v5.18) using snapshots of
the PK04 simulation to provide self-consistent physical outflow properties. The input ionizing power-law spectrum is shown in black. Both the LOS and the individual
snapshots were chosen to highlight the wide range of spectral shape variability that results from the time-variable physical properties of the simulated wind along the
LOS.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Such a dramatic change in the character of the X-ray spectrum
has been observed in few AGNs, most notably NGC 1365
(Risaliti et al. 2007), which transitioned from Compton thin
to Compton thick (reflection dominated) on a timescale of
105 s, during an XMM-Newton observation in 2006. Risaliti
et al. interpreted this as an occultation event occurring in an
absorber close to the central engine (∼ 1017 cm), a location
that lends itself to an origin in a wind from the accretion disk.
While qualitatively similar to the variability observed here, it
is far from clear that events of this type really constitute strong
evidence for the existence of radiatively driven accretion disk
winds. We hope to present a more detailed discussion of the
character of the spectral variability resulting from changes in the
accretion disk wind in future work, which, it is hoped, will help
illuminate the nature and origin of events such as that observed in
NGC 1365.

6. ON THE SIGNATURES OF A WIND IN AGN X-RAY
SPECTRA

While the black hole mass, and the accretion rate, implicit
in the hydrodynamic simulation used here makes the calculated
model spectra most applicable to high accretion rate quasars
(e.g., PG1211+143), the physical properties required to generate
the spectral characteristics discussed in the following subsec-
tions may well be present in accretion disk winds from Type 1
AGNs with a wide range of basic characteristics. Interestingly,
despite the impact of Compton scattering on the higher inclina-
tion spectra, many of the spectra presented here display spectral
features that are similar to those observed in the X-ray spectra
of a range of Type 1 AGNs. Despite the differences between
the black hole masses and accretion rates of these sources and
that used in the PK04 simulation, here we make a qualitative

comparison between the features present in the model spectra
and those features that have previously been attributed to accre-
tion disk winds in the observed sources. We hope to explore the
details of the X-ray spectral features generated by winds from
AGNs with a range of intrinsic properties in future work.

6.1. The Soft X-ray Excess

Gierliński & Done (2004) suggested that the soft X-ray
excess, observed in many (∼ 50%; Turner & Pounds 1989)
Type 1 AGNs, may provide indirect evidence of accretion
disk outflows. Gierliński & Done suggested absorption in a
partially ionized medium with a large velocity dispersion as a
possible origin for the smooth upturn in the X-ray spectrum
at ∼ 1 keV, and suggested that a wind from the accretion
disk represents the most plausible physical origin for such
material. Detailed simulations presented in SD07 demonstrate
that simplistic models of radiatively driven accretion disk winds,
with typical physical parameters, do not have sufficient velocity
dispersion to reproduce the smooth upturn of the soft X-ray
excess. Furthermore, SD08 showed that in order to reproduce
the shape of the smooth soft X-ray excess, such an outflow
must accelerate to terminal velocities of the order of ∼ 0.9c,
in order to produce sufficient velocity dispersion to smear out
characteristic atomic features in the UV/X-ray (again, we note
that these calculations treat only radial outflows, neglecting
the impact of rotation which, for significantly extended X-
ray sources, may provide an additional source of velocity
dispersion). The SD07/08 simulations thus argue against an
origin in a radiatively driven or thermally driven outflow.

The spectra presented in Figures 1 and 3 clearly demonstrate
that physical characteristics of currently simulated accretion
disk winds cannot reproduce the observed properties of the

Viewing angle-dependence

Time variation
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②
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50°
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Schurch et al. 2009
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bilities generate knots that propagate along the fast stream
at D10,000 km s~1. The top left panel of Figure 2 shows an
example of such a knot at and in ther D 750r* z D 200r*,
Ðgure coordinates. The density contrast between the knot
and the fast stream is D2 orders of magnitude. The knot
generator is episodic and is inherent to the fast stream. We
observed the generation of 19 knots over 60.4 yr. In other
words, a knot is produced every D3 yr.

Figure 3 presents a sequence of density maps showing
time evolution of the outÑow from Figure 2 after 13.3, 14.6,
and 16.47 yr (left, middle, and right panels, respectively).
Note that the middle panel from Figure 3 is the same as the
top left panel from Figure 2. Figure 3 well illustrates varia-
bility in the outÑow, in particular, generation of a knot in
the fast stream at and (left panel), ther D 450r* z D 100r*well-formed knot at and (middle panel),r D 750r* z D 200r*and the time when the knot left the gird at andr D 950r*and the fast stream is fairly smooth in betweenz D 300r*episodes with knots (right panel). The time dependence in
the region close to the disk, bounded by the fast stream,
resembles outward propagation of a wave at the beginning
of evolution but becomes more complex with time as ele-
ments of the Ñow move both upward and downward.

Figure 4 presents the run of the density, radial velocity,
photoionization parameter, and column density as a func-
tion of the polar angle, h, at the outer boundary, r

o
\ 8.8

] 1016 cm, from Figure 2. The column density is given by

NH(h) \P
ri

ro o(r, h)
km

p
dr . (24)

The gas density is a very strong function of angle for h
between 90¡ and 65¡. The density drops by 8 orders of
magnitude between h \ 90¡ and h D 89¡, as might be
expected of a density proÐle determined by hydrostatic
equilibrium. For the wind domain, o, varies70¡ [ h [ 89¡,
between 10~19 and 10~17 g cm~3. For densityh [ 70¡,
decreases gradually to so low a value that it becomes neces-
sary to replace it by the numerical lower limit Theomin.
radial velocity at cm has a broad peak1000r* \ 8.8 ] 1016
for with the maximum of 15,000 km s~1 at72¡ [ h [ 82¡
h D 75¡. On both sides of the peak the velocity is close to
zero.

The photoionization parameter is very high, D107, for
because of the very low density. However, it dropsh [ 70¡

by 15 orders of magnitude between and stays70¡ [ h [ 75¡
at a very low level for h [ 75¡. The column density changes
less dramatically with angle. Between the pole and h [ 67¡,

is less than 1022 cm~2. For h [ 67¡, increases grad-NH NHually with h, reaching a value of 1024 cm~2 at h D 80¡. For
varies between 1024 and 1026 cm~2.80¡ [ h [ 89¡, NHOur model shows that (1) the intrinsic disk radiation can

launch a wind and (2) the central object radiation can accel-
erate the disk wind to very high velocities. We have checked
how these main results are sensitive to the model param-
eters. For a Ðxed disk atmosphere and central radiation
source, the most important parameter of our model is the
optical depth for the X-rays from the central object. There-
fore, we have run several tests with various X-ray opacities
for m \ 105 : g~1 cm2 and g~1 cm2. TheiX \ 0.4 iX \ 4
former case is most conservative because it corresponds to
the case in which the X-ray optical depth is reduced to the
Thomson optical depth. We found that in both test runs the
X-ray radiation is signiÐcantly attenuated so the line force
can launch a disk outÑow. However, the Ñow velocity never
exceeds the escape velocity because the X-rays fully ionize
the gas close to the disk and produces a hot corona with a
complex velocity Ðeld but that does not escape the system.
We conclude then that the disk atmosphere can ““ shield ÏÏ
itself at least to the extent that the local disk radiation can
launch gas o† the disk photosphere.

The two test runs also illustrate how robust is our second
result : the central radiation accelerates the wind to very
high velocities. For this to happen the column density, NH,
must be large enough to reduce the X-ray radiation but not
too large to reduce the UV Ñux in the radial direction. In
other words, this requires and at the same timeqX [ 1
qUV > 1.

The test run with g~1 cm2 corresponds to theiX \ 0.4
situation in which Thus, the disk gas that is suffi-qX \ qUV.
ciently shielded from the X-rays is also shielded from the
UV photons from the central object. Such gas can only be
lifted from the disk surface by the disk UV radiation but
fails to gain momentum in the radial direction.

The fact that the disk wind can be launched without
external shielding material implies that our solution can
depend on the location of the inner computational radius,

We have run several tests with andr
i
. r

i
\ 50r* r

i
\ 200r*to check this (the remaining model parameters were as in

the models shown in Figs. 1 and 2). We found that the

FIG. 3.ÈSequence of density maps for the model from Fig. 2 after 13.3, 14.6, and 16.47 yr (left, middle, and right panels, respectively). Note both the
time-dependent Ðne structure near the base of the wind and the time-dependent large-scale structure associated with the fast stream at the polar angle D75¡.

Proga et al. 2000, 2004



まとめと若手のみなさんへの期待
• ブラックホール周囲の高エネルギー現象を解き明かすためには多次
元輻射磁気流体力学シミュレーションしか手段が無く, 近年ようや
く可能となってきた. 

• 我々は三種の円盤, ジェット, 円盤風のシミュレーションに世界で初
めて成功したが, これは統一的理解の第一歩に過ぎない. たくさんの
謎が残されている. 

• BHにまつわる理論研究は決して簡単ではありませんが, 始まったば
かりの分野であり若手の皆さんが活躍できるチャンスがたくさんあ
ります. 是非参入を！


